Puzzle Quest Invitation

How dreary the semester goes
Even the weekend bores.
Luckily the bespectacled one bestows
Puzzles that will keep you on your toes.

A treat to your brain they will be
Likely as not you will disagree.
In number they will be four times three
Charming they will be, I guarantee.

Eager to get going, are you?
Find yourselves teammates two
Ingenious in logic and with computers too-
Need them you will to get through.

Dedicate to the posers your brain
To familiar words and phrases obtain.
Have them give you the answer to the puzzle main
Eureka, let’s open the champagne.

“Please”, you say, “what do you want me to do?”
“Oh, give me just one little clue”.
“Easy enough”, I say to you,
“Take a look at this tune anew”.